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RSM - a force for positive change
Be it within a company environment or 
outside the corporate context, human 
behaviour is fundamentally dynam-
ic. For an individual to achieve a goal 
(professional or personal), opinions 
may be formed, attitudes taken, be-
haviours adopted, or decisions made 
based upon the surrounding changing 
environment. The field of organisation-
al behaviour focuses on the corporate 
context to see how and why members 
of an organisation from the top of the 
hierarchical ladder right down to the 
bottom operate and interact with the 
aim of achieving the best possible re-
sults for the company and/or them-
selves. However, attention so far has 
been placed primarily on the average 
changing behaviours of individuals at 
one specific point in time. To better un-
derstand how and why members of an 
organisation behave the way they do, 
the variability of their own decision-
making and overall behaviour across 
time needs to go under the lens.
Any manager within a company 
seeking to boost competitive advan-
tage will have to make decisions. This 
is part and parcel of any manageri-
al role, whatever the level of senior-
ity. Managerial decision-making will 
sometimes be in relation to a nega-
tive situation, such as dealing with an 
employee who has a poor worth ethic, 
or to a positive situation, such as giv-
ing credit when credit is due. It is gen-
erally assumed that the speed of ac-
tion is key to flushing out a bad egg 
within an organisation or, more pro-
actively and sympathetically put, find-
ing a way to help the individual or the 
team that is in danger of harming 
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organisational members over 10 con-
secutive working days, sought to dig 
deeper in order to understand to what 
extent counterproductive work behav-
iour is governed by time. In short, are 
such members of an organisation be-
having in a counterproductive way 
(eg, systematic late arrival and early 
departure, poor relations with col-
leagues, etc) over a sustained period 
of time to the extent that it verges on 
addictive behaviour? 
Sure enough, the empirical study re-
vealed that such a trend is prevalent 
over time, ie, such behaviour repeats 
itself from one day to the next. Poor 
quality of sleep also proves to be an 
enforcer of such a pattern, especially 
when the worker in question places 
less value on moral issues. The good 
news for managers is that a number 
of practical solutions exist to combat 
such a situation. For instance, manag-
ers can establish trade-offs with such 
employees such that failure to refrain 
from negative behaviour one day is 
presented as a small slip that can be 
corrected rather than as an incorri-
gible fault. Nevertheless, this should 
not prevent recruiting managers from 
ing things more slowly before deciding 
on a course of action and kick-starting 
operations. However, time is not the 
only factor that any given manager fac-
es. With the assumption that the cor-
rect decision-making time is set, the 
team as well as the individuals com-
prising the team must also have the 
right approach. The workplace will al-
ways be defined by the varying actions 
of the people that are a part of it, so 
how best to deal with a scenario where 
some members of an organisation dis-
play bad behaviour in the workplace?
Addicted to “no”
It is an unfortunate likelihood that 
most companies will contain the occa-
sional “bad apple” whose behaviour at 
work will be deemed less ethical than 
that of their peers. However, to label 
such a person as fundamentally uneth-
ical in the workplace fails to account 
for the time dimension inherent within 
such behaviour. For the constructive, 
proactive manager seeking to rectify 
the problem, time is once again the 
underlying and essential factor. The 
second empirical study, drawing again 
upon the experience sampling meth-
odology, conducted with a selection of 
the company’s organisational perfor-
mance. According to recent empirical 
research that zoomed in on decision-
making and unethical behaviour in the 
workplace, such an assumption does 
not always hold.
Slow is good
The first of three studies, drawing upon 
the results of two in-the-field experi-
ence sampling studies and a lab ex-
periment with undergraduate business 
students, sought to examine decision-
making in relation to both the objective 
time in which decisions were made and 
the influence of the decision-maker’s 
structural power. In short, under the 
microscope was what could be termed 
“time-appropriate decision-making”. 
This concept allows for the situation 
where a more considered period of re-
flection before acting could be of ben-
efit to an organisation, as opposed to 
constantly rushing in all guns blazing. 
The motivation behind this new angle 
was based on the previous premise of 
many researchers that speed of action 
is the only possible driver of organisa-
tional performance and therefore com-
petitive advantage.
By factoring in the level of the deci-
sion-maker’s structural power and con-
sequently the subjective assessment 
of such power, a greater level of so-
phistication to the issue has been un-
earthed. The most revealing is the con-
nection between structural power and 
the time taken for making decisions. 
Based on this first part of the study, it 
emerges that the higher the position 
of a manager, the greater the chances 
that he or she will see the virtue of tak-
“…a more considered period of reflection before 
acting could be of benefit to an organisation, 




valuing the moral attitude of a poten-
tial new employee during the selec-
tion process.
Set an example
The final study, this time conducted 
only in lab conditions with undergrad-
uate business students, switched at-
tention onto managers and, more spe-
cifically, onto their approach to power 
and the likelihood of them making de-
cisions backed up by moral reasoning. 
Put differently, the question this final 
study aims to address is whether the 
decision-maker’s power has an impact 
on how he or she decides what would 
be a morally right or wrong action to 
pursue in any given situation. In the 
scenario where counterproductive 
work behaviour exists within a person, 
this can make a world of difference. 
The results firstly suggest that man-
agers’ own power is detrimental to the 
cognitive process involved in making 
ethical decisions. In particular, it was 
found that power draws attention 
to one’s personal interests at the ex-
pense of others’ interests and well-
being when it comes to deciding what 
would be a morally right or wrong ac-
tion to pursue. Bringing a ray of hope, 
results further indicate that manag-
ers could avoid this negative effect of 
their own power by focusing first and 
foremost on the responsibility of their 
own actions. As was the case with the 
exploration of the time taken to make 
decisions and the temporal unfolding 
of counterproductive work behaviour, 
the cognitive process whereby a man-
ager decides what would be a morally 
right or wrong action to pursue evolves 
over time and is not a static frame 
of mind. 
Fight the power?
The methodology adopted for the first 
two studies was considered especially 
relevant to the temporal and dynamic 
process that shapes and influences the 
behaviour of managers and workers 
because it accounts for fluctuations in 
behaviour as it unfolds in real time and 
within the workplace. Given the nature 
of interactions between colleagues of 
the same and different hierarchical lev-
el, this is key to appreciating that be-
haviour does not only vary between in-
dividuals, but also within each of them. 
Trying to make the right decision 
at the right time, launch operations 
over the correct period, and deal with 
less motivated elements of a team or 
company, whilst taking the right ap-
proach to one’s power with the hope 
that others will follow the example are 
key challenges faced by each and every 
manager. “Power” has come to assume 
negative connotations. However, when 
“power” adds up to responsible man-
agement, knowing when to take and 
apply decisions and how to deal con-
structively with employees’ counter-
productive behaviour, the term need 
no longer be frowned upon. Time is of 
the essence. 
This article draws its inspiration from 
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as part of the ERIM PhD Series Research 
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“…managers higher up the corporate ladder 
displaying a moral attitude to work are more 
likely to have a positive trickle-down effect to 
their subordinates.”
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